IMTC Olympic Project Background
Assembled by Mike Sinclair for oral history interview
Other information you may be interested in or you requested, to the best of my knowledge (plus off-line corroboration
with Dr. A. P. Sheppard):
Early concept
In Nov, 1987, Billy Payne (UGA football player, Atlanta lawyer and successful church fundraiser) visited Ga Tech
President Pat Crecine, then in office less than a week, to discuss a possible Ga Tech involvement in a bid for Atlanta to
host the 1996 summer Olympics. GaTech college Deans, GTRI and other managers received a 3-page memo from Dr.
Crecine shortly thereafter as an invitation to help the Atlanta Organizing Committee (AOC) with the bid, hopefully with
some sort of technology presentation. Dr. Sheppard, Assoc VP for Research and Director of Office of Interdisciplinary
Programs (OIP) passed that memo along to me. At the time I was the Director of the Microcomputer and
Instrumentation Laboratory in OIP. I had worked for Dr Sheppard in EES (Engineering Experiment Station, the previous
name of GTRI) as a student assistant 1961-1965) Dr. Crecine hosted a few meetings with recipients of his memo but
most had soon lost interest (it was too open ended and wasn’t a funded project per my friends around campus).
IMTC’s (Interactive Multimedia Technology) Multimedia System Overview:
There were two separate Olympic Multimedia Systems presented to the International Olympic Committee (IOC)
members in hopes this might help influence the IOC vote in Sept 1990. System 1 was a version of a flight simulator
where the user interacted with a trackball while viewing helicopter footage of present day (1989) Atlanta while flying
around. New postulated venues such as the proposed Olympic Stadium and Georgia Dome were inserted with computer
generated imagery. System 2 consisted of three large screens of projected video and a large physical 3D model of the
Olympic Village on the Ga Tech Campus. The 3D model was arranged in such a way as to project computer generated
video from underneath onto the model. 3D and textured images of the village buildings were projected on to the 3D
building models, with clouds flowing overhead and highlighted icons viewers could press to select various Olympic
venues. Stories of that selected venue would then unfold, covering all three video screens. A descriptive video by CNN’s
Science and Technology News of both systems is shown here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMrTGs5Rv1w
Andrew Young, Chairman AOC a few minutes after the bid winner announcement in Tokyo, Sept 1990 in Tokyo Japan
said - “Georgia Tech’s been wonderful. We had high tech southern hospitality and we couldn’t have done it without the
hospitality but it was the high tech that made them take us seriously”.
I was intrigued at the opportunity when first presented to me. I had previously helped start a flight simulator company
(IVEX) out of Ga Tech’s Advanced Technology Development Corporation (ATDC) and wanted to incorporate an
interactive flight simulator as something to show the International Olympic representatives, who would eventually vote
for the bid city. I envisioned a simple-to-control flight simulator where they could fly themselves around and see how
Atlanta was able to host a modern Olympics with existing and postulated (computer generated) images. I started by
“hiring_with_no_pay” two students volunteers, (Andy Quay and Ed Price). Jean Gunter, Ray Moore, Michael O’Bannon
and Fred Dyer (all of OIP) agreed also to help out. We managed to secure funds to hire a few professionals (consultants)
and received many generous donations from Kodak, Crawford Postproductions, Bobby Z (helicopter pilot who had just
filmed the aerial scenes from the movie “Top Gun”), Hill Branscomb, Ga Power (supplied the helicopter), Ga Tech Office
of the President, OIP, Denon, Nippon Columbia, Ga State Film and Video School, Hinman Model Shop, Apple Corp,
Abekas Video, and many others. We also enlisted many operators of large computers around campus where we were
allowed to use compute time during idle moments that helped generate the CGI (computer generated Imagery) videos.
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A quick note (I probably shouldn’t have to make): In the time following the Olympics, GTRI claimed much more credit
than was actually deserved for the multimedia bid effort. They were however, very instrumental with the actual
implementation of the games and related research. I believe their only contribution directly to the bid effort was Nick
Faust’s producing a short N. Georgia fly-over.
Persons associated with the Olympic Bid who we collaborated with:
Ga. Tech
● Dr John Patrick Crecine – GaTech President who suggested Ga Tech help with the bid and that the Campus be
the Olympic Village, Natatorium, Basketball, and home for Athletic Research.
● Dr Albert Sheppard – Associate VP for Research, Director, Office of Interdisciplinary Programs. Passed along
Dr.Crecine’s Olympic memo and eventually supported me and my team’s efforts in the bid’s multimedia
presentation.
● Jean Gunter – OIP Comptroller – instrumental in obtaining funds for the multimedia system, my lab (IMTC),
various consultant salaries and equipment purchases.
● Andy Quay, Ed Price – early student volunteers to help with the multimedia system. Later co-directors of IMTC
when I left for Microsoft.
● Gary Poelein (my manager) , Ray More, Fred Dyer, Michael O’Bannon from OIP were very helpful.
● Todor Fay, Melissa J Fay of Blue Ribbon Sound Works – helped in programming and music generation and
arrangement
● Frank Vitz – programming and computer modelling consultant.
● Ray and Jim Haleblian – Students who helped in programming and general technology.
● Evelyn Hirata – artist consultant and wife of GT Graphics Professor, Brian Guenter
● Nick Faust – GTRI, short CGI video of N. Georgia fly-in
Other
● Billy Payne – UGA football hero, Atlanta Lawyer, Church fundraiser and Head of AOC and ACOG. He originated
the concept of Olympic games being held in Atlanta.
● Andrew Young – prev Mayor of Atl, Civil Rights Activist and Chairman AOC.
● AOC – Atlanta Organizing Committee – donation of resources and support during the bid and actual Olympics
● Ga State University’s Film and Video School – produced all of the real video footage of life in the Olympic Village
depicted in the 3-screen multimedia system.
● Jesse Crawford – Crawford Post Productions – donated much $$ in post-production time and support at his
facility.
● Bobby Z – helicopter pilot who donated his time for a lot of the helicopter footage.
● Kodak Corp – donation of film and processing for helicopter footage on GyroCam.
● Takeo Kanade – VP Denon of Nippon Columbia, inventor of CD-Audio, donated audio gear for our multimedia
setup in Tokyo
● Almon Cleg (Clegsan) – Denon Corp instrumental in getting Audio equip donation from Denon and general
support
● Bell South Corp – donation of telecommunication services and general support.
● Georgia Power – donation of helicopter for aerial video
● Hill Branscomb – owned a San Francisco company that had a similar interactive video disc fly-over of San
Francisco.
● And many others….
Awards, Projects and Patents directly resulting from technology produced for the Olympic Bid Multimedia System
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Ga Tech’s Dance Technology Projects in collaboration with the Atlanta Ballet – at least 6 years in a row. It was
selected to perform during the 1996 Olympics.
Washington D.C. Smithsonian Museum’s Multimedia Award
Vital Signs Monitor for Olympic Archery and Shooting venues. Early GTRI technology was developed years before
for the military. IMTC worked with the EE DSP department on a system that would be employed to monitor the
heartbeat and respiration of Olympic Athletes. Eventually pulled from implementation due to privacy concerns
of the various Olympic National Governing Bodies of the sports. This later produced a start-up company by Gene
Greneker.
3D scanner (see GT Magazine, summer 1996). Used to scan a live model for the next Cabbage Patch Doll. (A new
doll was never released.) US Patent# 5,747,822
Ga. Power Resource Center. IMTC created a large multimedia system that was installed in Ga Power’s downtown
Atl building to aid in economic development for the state of Georgia.
Surgery Simulation. IMTC developed three surgery simulator prototypes – for cataract lens replacement, ERCP
for upper colon endoscopy, and Tram Flap surgery trainer for breast removal and stomach reduction. US
Patent# 5,766,016
Haptic Lens – a real-time 3D surface scanner that was used to instrument the medical act of palpation. US
Patent# 5,459,329
360 degree digital panoramic scanner. US Patent# 6,545,741

Related URLs:
Wikipedia on 96 games  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1996_Summer_Olympics
GTRI Historical Archive – https://history.gtri.gatech.edu/history/our-history/helping-capture-olympic-games
Very GRTI favored even though they had very little to do with the actual multi-media bid technology. IMTC did the
lion-share of the multimedia technology in the Olympic bid. GTRI (Nick Faust) helped with the fly-through of N. Georgia
though was a very small part of the presentation. GTRI did have a major role with transportation issues and technical
performance and development during the games.
96 Alumni Magazine - https://issuu.com/gtalumni/docs/1996_73_1 tells of the bid. Also shows Steve (my brother, a
research Ophthalmologist) and I with IMTC’s eye surgery simulator.
96 Research Horizons mag https://smartech.gatech.edu/bitstream/handle/1853/8777/RHv13n3_1996Winter.pdf;sequence=1 mentions
GaTech/IMTC’s and Atlanta Ballet’s Dance Technology Project was chosen to perform during the Olympics. This wasn’t
to happen due to the Atlanta Ballet’s management, pulling the presentation of our Dance Technology Project at the last
moment.
Interview with Ed Price - http://ipat.gatech.edu/meet-ed-price-ipats-director-research-partnerships-development
Interview with Andy Quay - https://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/people/official/andrew.quay/
Dr. Crecine Talk  https://smartech.gatech.edu/bitstream/handle/1853/12821/Alum.pdf
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Vital Signs Monitor  http://gtresearchnews.gatech.edu/newsrelease/FLASH.html Was considered for use by the GBI to
seek out terrorists during the games.
Pat Crecine - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Patrick_Crecine

Preparations for the Games
https://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/sports-outdoor-recreation/olympic-games-1996
I

1996 Olympic Games
1987 an Atlanta attorney and former football player at the University of Georgia, Billy Payne, conceived the idea of
hosting the 1996 Summer Olympic Games. Atlanta mayor Andrew Young was among the first to join Payne in the quest
to develop a bid and sell the proposal, first to local business leaders, then to the U.S. Olympic Committee, and finally to
the members of the International Olympic Committee (IOC). The local organizing committee headed by Payne and Young
produced a two-volume bid document outlining the city's plans for the sporting events, financial support, and
accommodations for Olympic visitors. Major selling points of the bid were the warmth of southern hospitality and the
city's unique heritage as both the birthplace of Martin Luther King Jr. and a major center of the civil rights struggle.
Atlanta competed against five other cities for the right to host the 1996 Olympics: Athens, Greece; Belgrade, Yugoslavia;
Manchester, England; Melbourne, Australia; and Toronto, Canada. Payne, Young, and other volunteers traveled around
the world promoting the city's bid to IOC delegates.

Griffin Bell and Sam Nunn
The rich prize of hosting the Olympics resulted in a pattern of lavish gift-giving and providing favors to IOC members that
cost the six cities competing for the games in excess of $100 million.

Mike Sinclair
1961-1965 – Undergraduate School, Ga Tech in EE and Student Assistant, Engineering Experiment Station, Ga Tech
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1970-1980 – Graduate School in EE. Took 10 years, 4 years more than was allowed as I was working full time and only
twilight hours class were offered by GT.
1965-1975 – Toll Terminal Engineer, Western Electric
1975-1985 – Senior Engineer and Director Future Products, IVEX Corp
1985-1987 – Director, Robotics and Microcomputer Instrumentation Laboratory, Ga Tech
1987-1998 – Director Interactive Media Technology Center and Director Atlanta Olympic Multimedia Presentation
System
1994Appointed as a Georgia institute of Technology Institute Fellow
1998-2019 – Principal Research Engineer, Microsoft Research, Redmond, Washington
Mike’s CV
Mike Sinclair is a Principal Research Hardware Engineer at Microsoft Research with interests and skills in
devices for human-computer interfacing, AR, VR, haptics, MEMS, optics and medical sensors. His
undergraduate and graduate degrees in Electrical Engineering are from Georgia Tech. He worked for a while
for Western Electric and then joined a research team at Georgia Tech. He quit there for a few years to help
start and grow a small flight simulation imaging company. He was an Institute Fellow and Director of the
Interactive Media Technology Center at Georgia Tech that was instrumental in helping Atlanta win the right to
host the 1996 Olympics. He is an author of a number of publications and inventor of over 100 patents.
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